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The full text of a thesis can be published in open access on the HSE website only if the authoring student
copyright holder agrees, or, if the thesis was written by a team of students, if all the co-authors copyright
holders agree. Organizational communication literature includes a diverse field of interest. The Object of the
research is the Moscow retail chain of baby goods stores. The qualitative analysis has shown that internal
communication in Albanian Ministry of Education and the depending institutions is not developed with best
possible way. Among those the most commonly examined are: the distortion of information, information
overload, feedback implementation, gatekeeping, etc. Internal communication in Albanian public sector
demonstrate certain problems with the most important the non-influence of organizational members in
decision making process. For this reason qualitative research interviews was selected as the best possible
media to reach the established goal. Master's thesis is devoted to topical issue of improving internal
communication process in retail companies. Additionally, communication is also hampered by several other
reasons such as lack of constant feedback, lack of information technology equipment, non-participation and
non-organization of trainings related to communication issues. Results: analysis of the existing system of
internal communications and a list of problems in the communication process; design of the database structure
of emails, as well as its analysis and identification of the main factors influencing the decline in the efficiency
of communications; development and implementation of a system for improving internal communications
process, selected on the basis of the compliance matrix; evaluation of the effectiveness of communications
"before" and "after" the implementation of the system. Master's Degree Programme in Intercultural Studies in
Communication and Administration Thesis language: Number of pages: 99 Communication is a complicated
field because of its multidimensional nature. The theoretical basis of the thesis includes the works on the
problems of the communication process management, regulation of business processes, and analysis of large
databases. Therefore, increasing demands are being placed on management to take the necessary actions and
implement the required strategy in order to upturn the existing communication patterns and bring about
effective results. Summaries of all theses must be published and made freely available on the HSE website.
Another field of significant interest to investigate is the direction of communication. Yet, it is the actual
complication of communication that makes it attractive for researchers to study. Student Theses at HSE must
be completed in accordance with the University Rules and regulations specified by each educational
programme. The problematic issue is a poor quality of communication between the trade outlets of baby goods
retail stores and CO, caused by insufficient formalization and bad process management. In depth interviews
will be helpful to comprehend the functions of internal communication in Albania through the case study of
Ministry of Education and the depending institutions. According to the interviews, communication is mainly
centralized, therefore, employees do not participate in the decision making process. After a thesis is published
on the HSE website, it obtains the status of an online publication. The aim of the thesis is to draft proposals for
improving the process of internal communication and increase its efficiency for retail stores.


